is was, however, not yet the end of the tale. On the contrary, thereby the door was opened to new initiatives, to new controversies and to new academic discussions. All this led to an advisory procedure before the ICJ which was concluded on  July . e Opinion published that day stands-together with the many further statements and documents published concomitantly or previously-at the centre of the contributions of this collective writing.
Notwithstanding the fact that the Kosovo Opinion has been the subject of much criticism there can be no doubt that this document will exert considerable in uence on the interpretation of many questions of International Law (IL) and this in uence goes much beyond of issues commonly associated rst-hand with the Kosovo question.
It is the aim of this volume to analyse some essential questions that have come to the fore in this context. is book shall begin, however, with an analysis of the historical pre-requisites of this case.
It is hard to nd a region in Europe where the problem of the "imagined communities" 4 with the ensuing ethnical con icts is more pervasive than on the Balkans. At the same time historic myths are present in an unique fashion. 5 e reciprocal connection of these elements creates an explosive mixture. ere are the ingredients for never-ending con icts: If any groop looks for retribution for purported injustice su ered in di erent periods of time it becomes impossible to state how a fair solution for the divergent claims should look like. It does therefore make little sense to interpret the present con ict in Kosovo with reference to the battle of Kosovo of . At the same time, however, it cannot be contested that this legendary event whose political and military relevance is controversially discussed among historians is of enormous relevance as a source of 3
